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His Last Words Fulton J Sheen
One of the greatest and best-loved spokesmen for the
Faith here sets out the Church's beautiful understanding
of marriage in his trademark clear and entertaining style.
Frankly and charitably, Sheen presents the causes of
and solutions to common marital crises, and tells
touching real-life stories of people whose lives were
transformed through marriage. He emphasizes that our
Blessed Lord is at the center of every successful and
loving marriage. This is a perfect gift for engaged
couples, or for married people as a fruitful occasion for
self-examination.
Over the course of Archbishop Fulton Sheen’s storied
career, thousands approached him with a simple
request: “Teach us to pray.” Now, for the first time ever,
his wise teachings on prayer have been collected into a
single volume to help you perfect your prayers and make
them what they must become: a daily, holy habit. First
come Bishop Sheen’s insightful reflections on the Our
Father and its indispensable connection to the Seven
Last Words of Christ. Then Bishop Sheen unveils
smoldering, oft-overlooked riches in other everyday
Catholic prayers, transforming them from rote recitations
into powerful moments of communion with God. With his
help, you’ll then journey through the Holy Sacrifice of
the Mass, learning how to bring peace to your soul and
grow more receptive to God’s grace. You’ll also
discover how to make your Holy Hours more efficacious
and master a variety of other techniques that Bishop
Sheen employed in his own fruitful quest for holiness.
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Best of all, you’ll immerse yourself in an incomparable
collection of Fulton Sheen’s reflections on the Mass,
meditations for Holy Hours, and dozens of prayers he
recommends for most occasions in the Christian life.
Prayer, meditation, Holy Hours, the Mass, and even a bit
of philosophy: it’s all here in this delightful anthology of
the works of the saintly archbishop Fulton J. Sheen!
Much has been written on the last words of Jesus, the
traditional phrases taken from Scripture that depict the
final moments of Jesus’s life as he dies on the cross. In
this new take on the last words, author Dan Horan brings
a fresh perspective to this time-honored meditation as he
challenges readers to look at their lives through the lens
of Jesus’s suffering and death. Yet interlaced with
suffering, the focus throughout is on the immense love of
God for human beings, shown in the gift of Jesus, God
made flesh. In his preface, Horan writes: “In a world that
remains irrevocably shaped by the suffering of the
human condition, the misunderstanding between groups
and cultures symbolized by the horrific events of
September 11, we need to hear Christ’s words anew.”
He gives us a different look into these words by drawing
on works by other noted scholars and spiritual writers,
then fashioning a view of these phrases that’s
contemporary and thought-provoking. An ideal Lenten
companion, especially during Holy Week, The Last
Words of Jesus will also serve as a useful meditation
throughout the year on the deep love Jesus bore for us
in taking on the human condition.
In this book, Sheen explores the connection between the
seven words spoken by Mary in the Gospels, and the
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seven last words of Jesus on the Cross. Sheen was
unparalleled in his ability to combine theology, devotion,
and the profoundest reflections on the central events of
the Christian narrative. Displayed here in full are the
literary and rhetorical skills of one of the greatest
preachers of the 20th century. Sheen's meditations help
address the spiritual yearning of all who desire a fuller
understanding of the Gospels and seek to draw closer to
Christ and Mary.
A wartime prayerbook written for dangerous days like
ours made to fit in pocket or purse! Our parents before
us understood that strife is rarely far from even the best
of us, and they girded themselves for warfare, actual and
spiritual. Among the wisest of men who shepherded
them was Archbishop Fulton Sheen, who won their
hearts with his warm, engaging broadcast personality . . .
but in secret he put on the armor of God. World War II
thrust temptation, fear, danger, and death on the men
and women Archbishop Sheen had formed through his
popular radio shows in the 1930's. Knowing that many of
his listeners were now beyond the sound of his voice,
fighting and dying on battlefields afar, he wrote this
pocket-size prayerbook so that they, too, could put on
the armor of God as they faced their new trials, physical
and spiritual. Recently, a friend showed us his tattered
World War II copy. We recognized immediately that with
the new dangers we face since September 11, the time
had come to draft this old prayer book back into service.
Yes, it's for soldiers (and you should send it to every
soldier you know so he will have it in his breast pocket
when he needs it); but it's for you and me, too.
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Archbishop Sheen knew that no matter what our
circumstances may be, the deadliest enemy we face is
armed not with a gun but with temptation. In dangerous,
uncertain times like ours, the Devil lures us quickly into
lust, anger, hatred, and despair. Fulton Sheen's Wartime
Prayer Book will help keep you from these vices so that
you, too, can put on the armor of God and triumph over
evil in our day.
Biretta Books is proud to present this masterwork of the
great Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen! In The Divine
Romance, Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen delves into love
and life with all its pain, sorrow, loneliness and human
failures from the perspective of our human quest for
God, the inner life of the Trinity, the outpouring of the
Spirit and most of all the Lord of Calvary and Easter. The
Divine Romance touches on perennial themes and is a
classic that has a power to heal, help and inspire the
reader. In his crisp pastoral style, Sheen describes the
believer's spiritual journey back to the Father with all of
its ecclesial dimensions. Christ guides our mystical
journey and forms us into his very Body on Earth.
The Mystical Body of Christ captures the theological
precision and communicative genius of Fulton J. Sheen
(1895–1979), whose radio and television broadcasts,
including Life Is Worth Living, have reached millions of
homes since the 1950s. With more than thirty of his
works still in print, Sheen is one of the most beloved
Catholic evangelists of all time. This full-length and fully
developed work on the Church as an extension of the
Incarnation reveals Sheen’s accessible and
theologically astute teaching style in the early years of
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his ministry. First published in 1935, the book’s themes
of the Eucharist as a source of unity for the Mystical
Body of Christ—the Church—and the link between the
liturgy and works of social justice were echoed in the
Second Vatican Council several decades later.
The beloved Archbishop Sheen, whose cause for
canonization is open in Rome, presents a profound and
deeply spiritual look at the meaning of the priesthood
and relationship of the priest with Christ as an "alter
Christus". Sheen delves deeply into what he considers
the main character of the priesthood, and one not often
discussed, that of being, like Christ, a "holy victim". To
be like Christ, Sheen emphasizes that the priest must
imitate Christ in His example of sacrifice, offering himself
as a victim to make His Incarnation continually present in
the world. "Unlike anyone else, Our Lord came on earth,
not to live, but to die. Death for our redemption was the
goal of His sojourn here, the gold that he was seeking.
He was, therefore, not primarily a teacher, but a Savior.
Was not Christ the Priest a Victim? He never offered
anything except Himself. So we have a mutilated
concept of our priesthood, if we envisage it apart from
making ourselves victims in the prolongation of His
Incarnation." —Bishop Fulton Sheen
This book, an eloquent companion to "Characters of the
Passion, " is Bishop Sheen's brilliant interpretation of the
relationship between the Sermon on the Mount and Christ's
dying words. He writes that while these two happenings might
not be directly related, there are direct parallels that should
be discussed.
2016 Reprint of 1952 Edition. Full facsimile of the original
edition, not reproduced with Optical Recognition Software.
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Our Lord spoke seven times from the Cross; these are called
"His Seven Last Words." In His goodness, Our Blessed Lord
left His thoughts on dying. He was representative of all
humanity. In this sublime hour He called all His children to the
pulpit of the Cross, and every word He said to them was set
down for the purpose of an eternal publication and an
undying consolation. There was never a preacher like the
dying Christ; there was never a congregation like that which
gathered about the pulpit of the Cross; there was never a
sermon like the Seven Last Words. In the work Bishop Sheen
expounds upon the Seven Last Words of Christ, elaborating
on their meaning for Christians since the time of Christ to the
present day.
Based on his talks at New York’s St. Patrick’s Cathedral on
Good Friday 2015, the New York Times bestselling author
and editor at large of America magazine offers a portrait of
Jesus, using his last words on the cross to reveal how deeply
he understood our predicaments, what it means to be fully
human, and why we can turn to Christ completely, in mind,
heart, and soul. Each meditation is dedicated to one of the
seven sayings: “Father, forgive them, for they do not know
what they do.” “Today you will be with me in Paradise.”
“Woman, this is your son” . . . “This is your mother.” “My
God, my God, why have you forsaken me?” “I thirst.” “It is
finished.” “Father, into your hands I commend my spirit.”
With the warmth, wisdom, and grace that infuse his works,
Father James Martin explains why Jesus’s crucifixion and
death on the cross is an important teaching moment in the
Gospels. Jesus’s final statements, words that are deeply
cherished by his followers, exemplify the depth of his
suffering but also provide a key to his empathy and why we
can connect with him so deeply.
Fulton J. Sheen was remarkable in his ability to uncover
many layers of meaning in the life and words of Jesus of
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Nazareth. The Seven Beatitudes and The Seven Words from
the Cross - both were delivered from a mountain, but the
connection runs deeper than
Why is it, asks Bishop Fulton Sheen, that one hears so often
the expression "Go to hell!" and almost never the expression
"Go to heaven!" Here, at his most penetrating, challenging,
and illuminating best is Bishop Sheen with his answer, in a
book that breathes new meaning into the truths about heaven
and hell, and new life into the concepts of faith, tolerance,
love, prayer, suffering, and death. Beginning with "The First
Faint Summons to Heaven," Sheen shows how unpopular it is
today to be a true Christian, and describes the struggle for
living our faith amid the disorders of our times. Keenly aware
of evil in the myriad forms it takes in today's world, Bishop
Sheen writes about the constant battle man faces with the
"seven pallbearers of character" - pride, avarice, envy, lust,
anger, gluttony and sloth - linking them with the corrosive
forces that never cease in their attacks on the Church and
those who earnestly desire to be serious Christians. In Go to
Heaven, a great spiritual teacher and writer, deeply aware of
the human and spiritual conflicts being waged in the world,
shows us the way to heaven in a most eloquent book,
encouraging the reader to choose heaven now, and to
understand the "reality of hell."
Jesus's words in Scripture capture who he was and what he
was about. His last words on the cross, over two thousand
years ago, offer gospel hope for our spiritual journeys today.
In this powerful, moving book, author Robert J. Nash explores
a fresh perspective on a familiar event, guiding readers into
the forgiveness, hope, comfort, and compassion of Christ's
words in his final moments on earth. While pivoting history,
Jesus graciously offers encouragement for Christians today
and hope for seekers looking for significance in his death. In
this glimpse into the heart of Jesus, Nash helps men and
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women find historical truths about Jesus's love for the church
in his death and resurrection. Last Words includes a reflection
section for small groups and a devotional prayer at the end of
each chapter to help readers relate to God. For easy
reference, men and women can find a Scripture index in the
back of the book. Come and ponder the wisdom of Christ and
see for yourself a new view of the cross.
Among Fulton J. Sheen's thousands of converts were
celebrities such as Clare Booth Luce and Henry Ford II, and
former communists Louis Budenz and Elizabeth Bentley.
Reeves discusses these conversions and Sheen's close
friendship with J. Edgar Hoover, and details for the first time
the struggle between Sheen and his chief rival, Francis
Cardinal Spellman, a battle of ecclesiastical titans that led all
the way to the Pope and to Sheen's final humiliation and
exile.
"A character is made by the kind of thoughts a man thinks
when alone." Archbishop Fulton Sheen. Television made him
famous. But his thoughts, while alone, in public, or before the
Blessed Sacrament in Adoration, made him a man of God.
Now in Think Right, Live Well, you'll be inspired by
Archbishop Sheen's words, and a one-sentence prayer to
make your own. In just a couple of minutes a day you'll begin
to see how Sheen's central teaching -- that shaping our minds
with the truth can mean a life lived well, pleasing to God - can
make a difference in your own life. Starting today.
This rhetorical study seeks to understand how and why
Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen's preaching was so persuasive to
the people of his day. Though many associate Sheen with his
five years on prime time television in the 1950s, it was the
decades he spent preaching that wrought a religious tone to
the Cold War and led the way in a national renewal of
religion.
Treasure in Clay provides a lifetime’s worth of wisdom from
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one of the most beloved and influential figures in twentieth-
century Catholicism. Completed shortly before his death in
1979, Treasure in Clay is the autobiography of Fulton J.
Sheen, the preeminent teacher, preacher, and pastor of
American Catholicism. Called “the Great Communicator” by
Billy Graham and “a prophet of the times” by Pope Pius XII,
Sheen was the voice of American Catholicism for nearly fifty
years. In addition to his prolific writings, Sheen dominated the
airwaves, first in radio, and later television, with his signature
program “Life is Worth Living,” drawing an average of 30
million viewers a week in the 1950s. Sheen had the ears of
everyone from presidents to the common men, women, and
children in the pews, and his uplifting message of faith, hope,
and love shaped generations of Catholics. Here in Sheen’s
own words are reflections from his childhood, his years in
seminary, his academic career, his media stardom, his
pastoral work, his extensive travels, and much more. Readers
already familiar with Sheen and as well as those coming to
him for the first time will find a fascinating glimpse into the
Catholic world Sheen inhabited, and will find inspiration in
Sheen’s heartfelt recollections. Treasure in Clay is a classic
book and a lasting testament to a life that was worth living.
Fulton J. Sheen turned his voice and pen to many subjects
during the course of a long and remarkable apostolate. But
nothing came closer to the core of his message than bringing
the life and saving words of Jesus to the problems of modern
life and the modern world. In A Brief Life of Christ, Sheen
draws out the meaning of the life of Jesus for our time and
shows how Christ issues His challenge alike to nations,
peoples, and individual souls. The final chapters on Christ's
public life, and Passion, Death, and Resurrection contain
tremendous insights and provide material for a lifetime of
reflection.
With his characteristic eloquence and brilliance, Fulton J.
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Sheen presents a moving portrayal of the Blessed Virgin
Mary that combines deep spirituality with history, philosophy
and theology. All the major aspects and events of Mary's life
are lovingly portrayed in this word portrait that is a never
failing source of information, consolation and inspiration.
Sheen also gives profound insights into all the Marian beliefs
ranging from the Immaculate Conception to the Assumption
to the miracle of Our Lady of Fatima. While considering the
different phases of Mary's life, Bishop Sheen discusses
various problems common to mankind of every age and
reveals clearly that every problem can be resolved. He
emphasizes the unique dignity, strength and gifts of women
and their ability to help heal the world's problems. Sheen
stresses mankind's need of the Mother of God and her
burning love for all her children. The great resurgence of
devotion to Mary is God's way of emphasizing the worth and
dignity of every person against the false doctrines that have
so confused the modern world.
As death approaches, the human heart speaks its greatest
words of love to those it holds most dear. So it was with
Jesus who in His final hours gave us seven last "words" rich
with spiritual meaning for every human soul. For the first time
ever, Archbishop Fulton Sheen's complete writings and
reflections on Christ's last words have been compiled into this
one book. Sheen shows how the seven words are, in fact, a
full catechism on the spiritual life. From them, you'll learn the
secrets to living the Beatitudes, ways to avoid the deadly
vices of anger, envy, lust, and pride, and how to cultivate the
heavenly virtues of fortitude, prudence, justice, and charity.
Few books are such an inspiring call to sanctity, and few
books are such a spiritual powerhouse. With Archbishop
Fulton J. Sheen as your guide, you'll also learn: Why, during
His Passion, Jesus never proclaimed his innocence. Why
Jesus appealed to His Father to forgive, but did not Himself
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forgive directly. What Jesus' third word from the Cross says
about lust. Why, like Jesus, the most innocent among us must
suffer. Why darkness covered the earth after Jesus spoke his
fourth word. The seven words spoken unto Jesus while He
hung on the Cross and what they reveal about the impact of
Christ's Passion on your soul. What the Passion says about
judging others (and why it's an assault against hope). How
the conversion of the good thief is the key to the conversion
of our modern world. Why you and I can sin a thousand times
and be forgiven, and the angels who have sinned but once
are eternally unforgiven. How envy becomes the denial of all
justice and love. The difference between the virtue of hope
and the emotion of hope.
Bishop Sheen asks readers to stop blaming their
subconscious for their ills and examine instead their
conscience, to turn away from the psychoanalyst and turn to
God. He shows readers that peace of soul cannot come from
humankind, but must come through Divine help.
This book is a collection of sermons from Archbishop Fulton
J. Sheen where he speaks about seven different groups of
people found at the foot of the cross at Calvary over 2,000
years ago and how these groups are still present today.There
are millions of souls in this great country of ours who have no
religion whatsoever. Their attitudes vary from an earnest
yearning for religion to an intense hatred of it. It is quite
possible that all of them could be reduced to seven distinct
categories.Our Lord spoke seven times from the Cross - and
these are called His Seven Last Words. But those who were
on Calvary's Hill that afternoon addressed seven words to
Him on the Cross, thus revealing the seven different impacts
the Cross makes on souls.The seven words, which Our Lord
spoke from the Cross were not specific answers to specific
challenges, but they do reveal lessons applicable to the
challenge.
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The Seven Last WordsGENERAL PRESS
Fulton J. Sheen provides the reader with some timeless
wisdom on how to practice the virtues of Faith, Hope, Charity,
Fortitude, Prudence, Temperance and Justice. He will use as
his teaching tool, the Seven Last Words that Jesus Christ
spoke from the Cross. Fulton J. Sheen connects these seven
last words spoken by Jesus Christ and links them to the
seven virtues. These meditations on the Seven Last Words
correlated to the seven virtues make no pretence to
absoluteness. The Words are not necessarily related to the
virtues but they do make convenient points of
illustrations.This book has only one aim: to awaken a love in
the Passion of Our Lord and to incite the practice of virtue. If
it does that in but one soul its publication has been justified.
Christ spoke seven times from the pulpit of the cross he was
crucified on. Collectively known as The Seven Last Words,
these brief but profound sayings offer eternal wellsprings of
wisdom and spiritual revelation for all. In this classic work
Fulton J. Sheen insightfully examines each of the seven
sayings in depth. His simple, meditative essays provide a
wonderfully valuable study aid for understanding the Passion,
an instructive guide for prayer, and a perfect starting point for
spiritual self-reflection. Analyzes the relation between the
seven recorded words that Mary spoke in the Gospels and
seven last words of her Son as He hung on the cross. Fulton
J. Sheen was unparalleled in his ability to combine theology,
devotion, and the profoundest reflections on the central
events of the Christian narrative. Displayed here in full are the
literary and rhetorical skills of one of the greatest preachers of
the 20th century. This unabridged Sheen's edition will
become a source of inspiration anyone with spiritual
aspirations will treasure.
Fulton J. Sheen turned his voice and pen to many subjects
during the course of a long and remarkable apostolate. But
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nothing was closer to the heart of his message than bringing
the words of Our Lord and Our Blessed Mother to bear on the
problems of modern life and the modern world. In this book,
Archbishop Sheen explores the connection between the
seven words spoken by Mary in the Gospels, and the seven
last words of Jesus on the Cross. Fulton Sheen was
unparalleled in his ability to combine theology, devotion, and
the profoundest reflections on the central events of the
Christian narrative. Displayed here in full are the literary and
rhetorical skills of one of the greatest preachers of the 20th
century. Sheen's meditations will slake the spiritual thirst of all
who desire a fuller understanding of the Gospels and seek to
draw closer to Christ and Mary.
World-renowned evangelist and New York Times best-selling
author Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen presents a collection of
engaging sermons, encouraging the reader in the practice of
the three theological virtues of faith, hope and charity along
with the four cardinal virtues of prudence, temperance, justice
and fortitude.During these reflections, Sheen will make a
connection between these seven virtues and the Seven Last
Words spoken by Jesus from the Cross. While these
meditations by Fulton J. Sheen on the Seven Last Words
correlated to the seven virtues make no pretence to
absoluteness, they do make convenient points of illustrations.
To give us a better understanding of the Catholic Faith, in
Characters of the Passion Fulton J. Sheen returns us to
Calvary. There he dramatically brings to life in brief but
penetrating characterizations many who played important
roles in the "Eternal Drama of the Cross." Peter, Judas,
Pilate, Herod, Barabbas, and others make an appearance,
and through them the author shows us new aspects of the
glory of the Faith. Fulton Sheen was unparalleled in his ability
to combine theology, devotion, and the profoundest
meditations on the central events of the Christian narrative.
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His writing is a message of inspiration to all: to those
wavering in their beliefs he brings comfort and strength; to
others he affirms the knowledge that true faith is the most
powerful weapon in the world today, ever-ready to meet the
challenges of modern life.
Brief meditations on faith, forgiveness, and other topics
celebrate God's love and its importance in overcoming
personal problems and finding peace
The one passion in man that has deeper roots in his rational
nature than any other is the passion of anger. Anger and
reason are capable of great compatibility, because anger is
based upon reason, which weighs the injury done and the
satisfaction to be demanded. We are never angry unless
someone has injured us in some way — or we think he has.
Widely proclaimed a classic work of Christian faith, Life of
Christ has been hailed as the most eloquent of Fulton J.
Sheen's many books. The fruit of many years of reflection,
prayer, and research, it is a dramatic and moving recounting
of the birth, life, Crucifixion, and Resurrection of Christ, and a
passionate portrait of the God-Man, the teacher, the healer,
and, most of all, the Savior, whose promise has sustained
humanity for two millenia. With his customary insight and
reverence, Sheen interprets the Scripture and describes
Christ not only in historical perspective but also in exciting
and contemporary terms -- seeing in Christ's life both modern
parallels and timeless lessons. His thoughtful, probing
analysis provides new insight into well-known Gospel events.
An appealing blend of philosophy, history, and biblical
exegesis, from the best-known and most-loved American
Catholic leader of the twentieth century, Life of Christ has
long been a source of inspiration and guidance. For those
seeking to better understand the message of Jesus Christ,
this vivid retelling of the greatest story ever lived is a must-
read.
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THERE are certain things in life which are too
beautiful to be forgotten, such as the love of a
mother. Hence we treasure her picture. The love of
soldiers who sacrificed themselves for their country
is likewise too beautiful to be forgotten, hence we
revere their memory on Memorial Day. But the
greatest blessing which ever came to this earth was
the visitation of the Son of God in the form and habit
of man. His life, above all lives, is too beautiful to be
forgotten, hence we treasure the divinity of His
Words in Sacred Scripture, and the charity of His
Deeds in our daily actions.
Whatever their unique circumstances, all Catholic
working moms have three things in common: (1)
They are Catholic, striving to live out the Faith in
every aspect of their lives. (2) They are working,
some by choice, and some by necessity. (3) Most
prominently, they are mothers — knowing that's the
most important responsibility they will ever have. In
The Catholic Working Mom's Guide to Life, JoAnna
Wahlund speaks to the plethora of Catholic women
who are looking for other moms with whom to relate,
moms who understand the unique challenges of
juggling motherhood and work. This book sums up
what JoAnna has discovered about life as a Catholic
working mom. In this book you will learn about: The
large community of other Catholic working moms
Inspirational saints for working mothers How to find
peace whether you decide to work or not — and how
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to discern what's right for your family How to juggle
home and family responsibilities while working
Practical advice on child-care, pregnancy, and
maternity leave The importance of prayer and
fellowship Find the peace and strength God wants
for you as a Catholic working mother. Click here to
register for the related webcast
Contains one hundred of Archbishop Sheen's
newspaper columns, written between 1949 and 1977
and grouped according to such themes as faith, love,
work, and suffering
Fulton Sheen correlated the Seven Last Words from
the Cross with these Seven Capital Sins and shows
how when we make God the enemy, we can never
be sure that we have won the day. When God is our
ally, as He was on the Cross, we can be sure that
the victory is ours.
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